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Your Company’s Got
Talent

Sensational corporate talent show

Imagine the attendees at your next event as contestants
in a talent contest presented by hilarious, larger-than-
life hosts.

Your Company’s Got Talent is built around a typical TV
talent show in the style of Australia’s Got Talent or Australian Idol and provides a fun, interactive
night’s entertainment that’s sure to be memorable.

Throughout the evening, six predetermined ‘talent acts’ chosen from amongst the attendees have
to perform their act in front of the other audience members and be judged with the assistance of a
pair of very funny MCs.

All the performances e.g. best air guitar solo, singing a section of karaoke, joining in a set dance
routine etc. are impromptu, guided by the MCs and require no rehearsal.

The MCs are Donald Mackee and Robi Mack. Donald is a multi-talented performer, entertainment
producer, director, writer, comedian and actor with over 25 years of full-time professional
experience. He is also a world-class MC who is an expert in designing the audience’s experience
and engagement at conferences and events and has done live performances for over one million
people.

Robi is a talented performer, singer, comedian, TV presenter and keynote speaker who has
performed at thousands of events solo and with Donald. She is an accomplished entertainer whose
career has spanned a variety of work; from hosting a national television children’s show for the
Nine Network to fronting a twenty-two piece Big Band and being the headline comedian at NSW’s
most popular comedy venues. She is also a Clown Doctor working in Sydney’s children’s hospitals,
where she has developed a passion for inspiring connection in others.

With Donald and Robi in charge of proceedings, Your Company’s Got Talent is a highly
entertaining, highly enjoyable and highly engaging event sure to generate rave reviews for quite
some time.

Client testimonials
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“ From the time the initial meeting was booked there was an anticipated excitement of what
was to be presented for our National Sales & Education Conference. The brief was to produce
entertainment for our awards dinner and provide facilitation for a segment of the conference.
“De Lorenzo’s Got Talent’ was outstanding, not only in the slick and professional manner it
was presented but the totally engaging way Donald & Robi got everyone in the room involved
in it. From Air Guitar to Duets and Boy and Girl bands the whole evening was rocking. We are
still talking about it 3 weeks later. This is our second Sales Conference with these two
dynamic people and it will not be the last! Thanks a million!

- De Lorenzo

“ Thanks Donald and team, we really thoroughly enjoyed the day and the time working with you
all, we were just thrilled with the outcome. Your creative ideas and imagine were supported
by flawless execution, we could not have asked for anything more.

- Johnson & Johnson

“ Just a quick note to sincerely thank you for the sensational show on Saturday night – certainly
you and the team put on one hell of a show! Feedback from those attending the dinner was
extremely positive, particularly as your repertoire blended so well with the night’s theme.
Hopefully we will have the opportunity to work together again in the future. So from all at
Jim's, a sincere thank you for a job very well done.

- Jim Corp Ltd

“ The offsite feedback forms confirmed our perceptions – in response to the question “Did this
night improve the overall enjoyment and quality of this event” – 90% of attendees gave the top
response of ‘Strongly Agree.’ This was the highest rating of any aspect of the Offsite
–including guest presenters, team building activity, and venue.

- Telstra

“ They were extremely professional, very easy to deal with, very clever. And funny. There were
delegates who told me on the evening they hadn't laughed so much in a long time. They were
very sensitive on a corporate level and they involved senior key Directors in an activity, which
worked brilliantly. I couldn’t recommend them more highly. They were perfect for the
evening.

- Bio CSL
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